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About This Content

Does NOT include any table unlocks.

This DLC unlocks all customization options in the game, including

Ball size

Table texture options

More environment settings

More graphics settings (color, lighting)

5 Ball mode ("+2 balls") - with separate leaderboards

Premium camera editor (more options, more custom camera views)

Custom user configurable physics - with separate leaderboards (USER mode)
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Very nice looking game. Especially if I do not mention some major bugs. Played it on Proton (sadly they do not have native
Linux support).. This ios game is by far one the most fun party games i have ever played! Had doubts when I first purchased but
when I sat down and played with friends I had a blast. This is the sequel to the original Freedom Force game, and uses the same
engine. A tactical superhero combat game with cell shaded comic book art, control various superpatriotic characters and fight
the Axis forces!

Unfortunately it suffers from the same issues as Freedom Force. Camera controls are terrible, and while there's support for
widescreen resolutions, the developer did a sloppy job and there's no support for widescreen aspect ratios, resulting in a
stretched image. Regretfully, there's too many problems with this for me to recommend it.. The game is pretty infuriating at
first due to the lackluster controls and hitboxes, but once you get over that, there's truly something to enjoy. I kind of wish it
were longer, though. Overall a pretty good game that shouldn't take you more than 2 hours to beat.. Good game but there are lots
of bugs that needs to be fixed. Short story. I r8 8/8 m8
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Crysis allows you to put sniper scopes on shotguns.
Crysis allows you to punt birds into oblivion.
Crysis allows you to play tag with North Koreans.
Crysis allows you to use a banana as a weapon.
11/10.
Buy this game.. Eh, alright.. 4 hours in I'm loving it so far. I'm having some te♥♥♥♥♥al issues with the game but, have sent in
crash logs and I acknowledge it's early access so, I'm expecting some sort of bugs.. Short fun game. I like the scoring at the end
and the easter eggs which made me want to search the entire building.. not worth it
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